Abstract-Wireless integrated sensor networks, which include collecting, processing data and communication, are used more and more widely for its low cost and convenient deployment. Nowadays the researches of sensor networks are fairly active. The security is one of the key questions in sensor networks. Intrusion detection is a kind of network security technologies used to detect any behavior that will damage or attempt to damage system confidentiality, integrality or availability, and it can provide the reasonable supplement to intrusion prevention mechanism, and construct a second wall of defense for network and system. This paper mainly focuses on the energy efficient intrusion detection technology. According to the characteristics of sensor network and the specialty of the invasions in sensor network, this paper presents an intrusion detection model based on statistics anomaly in sensor networks. The algorithm establishes models for the normal state of the nodes, and makes decisions through the deviation degree of observed value. The algorithm is fault-tolerant for noninvasion anomaly when the communication between nodes break down or the accident wrongly create anomaly.
INTRODUCTION
Recent wireless sensor networks have played critical roles in a variety of applications including environmental monitoring, target tracking, and distributed data storage. A fundamental problem faced by current sensor network deployment is to efficiently provide the required coverage. Specifically, there is a question of how to guarantee that every point/location in the target region is continuously covered by a certain number of sensors, with the objective to prolong the network lifetime as much as possible. This problem is challenging due to the limitation of wireless sensor devices, as well as the ad hoc properties of large-scale network deployment.
An effective approach to extend network lifetime is to have sensors autonomously schedule their duty cycles according to local information, while simultaneously satisfying global sensing coverage requirements. This is referred to as coverage maintenance in the literature. Inspired by the existing coverage maintenance scheme proposed in [1] (referred to as differentiated surveillance (DS)), this paper proposes enhanced differentiated surveillance (EDS). In a static sensor network, EDS allows sensors to establish working schedules by simply exchanging one message within neighborhood including their IDs, coordinates and sensing properties. Using the received information, every sensor applies a hash function to produce random reference times (of itself and its neighbors) and employs a proposed rule to calculate a set of locations to measure the coverage to its sensing area. Based on the reference times and the set of locations, every sensor can instantaneously generate a working schedule for its entire lifetime in a distributive manner. With every sensor scheduling on/off sensing states according to its own working schedule, the required coverage of the target region is continuously guaranteed. The benefits of EDS mainly lie in two folds: 1) Inheriting from DS, EDS achieves the benefits of minimal communication overhead, fast convergence, load balancing and high battery efficiency; 2) EDS also adds contributions beyond DS. First, EDS provides strictly guaranteed coverage provision by explicitly detecting and handling the circumstances under which DS fails to work. Second, applying the proposed coverage measurement rule, EDS improves energy efficiency of coverage provision. Third, EDS achieves load balancing over multiple rounds by employing an integer hashing function to generate reference times for different rounds, eliminating the need of a sensor to gather multiple reference times from every neighbor. In addition, minimal communication overhead and fast convergence make EDS a practical solution to coverage maintenance for random mobile sensor networks, where sensors randomly roam and cannot control their movements. Examples of random mobile sensor networks include floating sensors deployed to monitor a water field and sensors embedded with cell phones carried by roaming people. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to investigate coverage maintenance for this type of networks. All of the existing schemes on coverage of mobile sensor networks, such as the ones proposed in [2] [3] [4] , assume sensors can automatically move, and thus they cannot be applied to random mobile sensor networks. The only communication overhead incurred by EDS is neighbor discovery, which happens only once in the initialization phase of a static sensor network, and occurs when roaming sensors update their neighbors in a random mobile sensor network. Neighbor discovery is also 
II. ENHANCED DIFFERENTIATED SURVEILLANCE(EDS)

A. Problem statement
The following notations are used throughout the paper: the sensing area of a sensor is the area that the sensor covers and the sensing perimeter of a sensor is the boundary of its sensing area. Note that a sensor's sensing perimeter is not covered by the sensor. The number of sensors covering a point is called the coverage to the point. If a point is within the sensing areas of at least K sensors, it is said to be K-covered. A target area is Kcovered if every point within the area is K-covered. A point is called an intersection point between two sensors if the point is a contact point between the sensing perimeters of the two sensors. Note that two coincident sensing perimeters are not regarded to be contacted with each other. The part of the sensing perimeter of sensor j contained in the sensing area of sensor i is called the perimeter segment of j in i. Two sensors are called sensing neighbors if their sensing areas overlap.
Definition 1: K-coverage maintenance -Given a set of sensors, S, deployed in region, A, and a natural number, K, a subset S' of S provides K-coverage maintenance if and only if
where C S (υ) and C S' (υ) denote the coverage to point υ by S and S', respectively. Definition 1 indicates that, to provide K-coverage maintenance, the subset S' should K-cover a point if the point is K-covered by the full set, S, and should maintain the original coverage to the point otherwise.
B. Assumptions
This paper assumes that each sensor has a locally unique ID. Sensors can be static or mobile. Sensing perimeters are assumed to be circles with the radius called sensing range (SR). Sensors may have equal SR (homogeneous sensors) or different SRs (heterogeneous sensors). Communication range (CR) is assumed to be large enough so that sensing neighbors are within one communication hop. This assumption usually holds in practice. In the case that CR is not large enough, EDS can work through multi-hop transmissions. This paper also assumes that sensors are location-aware and time synchronized. Although equipping a GPS device with each sensor is expensive and thus unrealistic, there are a good number of sensor localization schemes (e.g., [5] [6]) allowing sensors to obtain their own locations without using GPS. There are also many existing schemes (e.g., [7] [8]) on time synchronization in wireless sensor networks.
C. Critical point set
EDS relies on the critical point set as defined below to establish working schedules for K-coverage maintenance.
Definition 2: Critical point set -For every sensing neighbor, j, sensor i' s critical point set, CPS i , contains either: 1) the intersection points within i's sensing area between j and other sensing neighbors of i, or 2) if such intersection points do not exist for j, one sampling point on the perimeter segment of j in i. If no critical point is produced for any neighbor, CPS i contains a sampling point within the sensing area of i.
Examples of the critical point set are shown in Fig. 1 , in which circles of various sizes represent sensing perimeters. CPS i contains 6 critical points, among which u, v, and w are intersection points between sensing neighbors, and x, y, and z are sampling points on perimeter segments. CPS j only contains one critical point, a.
Theorem 1: Coverage measurement rule -Given a natural number K, the sensing area of a sensor is Kcovered if and only if every critical point of the sensor is K-covered.
Proof: According to Definition 2, there exist two cases of a critical point set. 1) Case 1: The critical point set contains intersection points between two sensors and/or sampling points on perimeter segments. In this case, the sensing area is divided into sub-regions by perimeter segments (e.g., in Fig. 1 , the sensing area of i is divided into 8 sub-regions). Due to the continuity of sensing coverage (i.e., two points have the same coverage if there exists a path between them that does not cross any sensing perimeter), all points in the same sub-region have equal coverage. Since the sensing perimeter of a sensor is not covered by the sensor, the coverage of a sub-region is always larger than or equal to the coverage of the part of the perimeter segments bounding the sub-region. Thus, the minimum coverage of the sub-regions is no less than the minimum coverage of the perimeter segments. Since a point within a sensing area is either within a sub-region or on a perimeter segment, the minimum coverage of a sensing area is no less than the minimum coverage of perimeter segments. Definition 2 implies that there exists at least one critical point on each perimeter segment. Due to the continuity of the sensing coverage, coverage of any point on a perimeter segment is no less than the closest critical point on the perimeter segment. That means the minimum coverage of perimeter segments is no less than the minimum coverage of critical points.
Therefore, the minimum coverage of a sensing area is no less than the minimum coverage of critical points. Since a sensor's critical points are within its sensing area, the minimum coverage of critical points equals the minimum coverage of its sensing area.
2) Case 2: The critical point set only contains a sampling point within the sensor's sensing area. In this case, there is no perimeter segment in the sensor's sensing area. It is clear that the coverage of the sampling point represents the coverage of the sensor's sensing area. In either case, the minimum coverage of a sensor's critical points equals the minimum coverage of its sensing area. Therefore, if every critical point of a sensor is K-covered, its sensing area is also K-covered, and vice versa. A similar idea to the critical point set was proposed by Hall (1998) (P56) [9] , to study the problem of covering a sphere with circular caps, and later developed by [10] and [11] for K-coverage maintenance in sensor networks. In their algorithms, however, the set of points that a sensor needs to check includes all the intersection points between two neighbors, as well as all the intersection points between a neighbor and the sensor itself. Therefore, their algorithms incur more computational overhead. For example, in Fig. 1 , CPS j only contains point a, while their algorithms require sensor j to compute coverage at all the intersection points, a, b, c, d, and e. Furthermore, their algorithms assume homogeneous caps or sensors, and are inapplicable for heterogeneous sensors.
D. Scheme description
In this section, EDS is specified in detail for static sensor networks, and then extended to random mobile sensor networks.
1) EDS for static sensor networks: In the initialization phase, every sensor broadcasts a message including its ID, coordinates, and sensing range to sensing neighbors. Every sensor stores the IDs, coordinates, and sensing ranges of its sensing neighbors in a neighbor list.
After the initialization phase, EDS works in rounds of duration T. At the beginning of each round, every sensor executes the following steps to establish its working schedule for the round. First, using the collected information about neighbors (i.e., their IDs, locations and sensing ranges), the sensor calculates its critical point set according to Definition 2.
Second, the sensor hashes its own and sensing neighbors' IDs into reference times within [0, T) using the following formula ref i = (T × Hash(IDi + n))/(INTmax + 1) , (1) where ref i and ID i denote the reference time and ID of sensor i, respectively, Hash is an integer hash function that generates a uniformly distributed integer number from an integer hash key, n is the round number initially set to 0, and INT max represents the maximum integer. The integer hash function, Hash, is required to be strongly collision-free, meaning that two different inputs have very low probability to be hashed to the same value, and able to achieve avalanche effect, meaning that a single bit of difference in the input makes about half of the output bits different [12] . The reference times are sorted in ascending order. Third, for every critical point u, the sensor generates a list L u as a subsequence of the sorted list, composed of the reference times of the sensors that cover u. It then sets a working schedule for 1-coverage to cover half of the intervals between its own reference time and adjacent reference times. An example is shown in the lower part of Fig. 2 To provide differentiated coverage (i.e., K-coverage where K > 1), a simple approach is to extend the two segments starting from the sensor's reference time to the end points of its working period proportionally to K (i.e., multiply the length of the two segments by K). For example, 2-coverage can be achieved by doubling the active period of each sensor in the manner as illustrated in the middle part of Fig. 2 . However, this approach cannot guarantee the required coverage when an active period of a sensor, after being extended, is greater than the round duration, T. This situation is referred to as overflow hereinafter. Since a sensor cannot offer an active period greater than T, overflow may cause some time interval insufficiently covered (i.e., not K-covered). The upper part of Fig. 2 shows that overflow occurs when each sensor triples its active period to provide 3-coverage to u. The active periods of sensor 1 and 3, after being tripled, are both greater than T. As indicated in the upper part of Fig. 2 , there is an interval that is insufficiently covered (i.e., not 3-covered).
In EDS, every sensor detects overflow by checking whether the active period of any sensor in L u , after being multiplied, is greater than T. If overflow happens, the sensor adjusts the reference time list L u to form an evenly distributed reference time list L only happens when the number of sensors covering u is less than K. Keeping every sensor covering u active conforms to Definition 1, which states that the original coverage should be maintained if the coverage provided by the full set is less than K. Finally, the sensor combines working schedules for all the critical points to generate a final working schedule. Note that, since the reference time may vary for different critical points due to overflow, the final working schedule may be composed of multiple discrete active periods.
Based on the final working schedule, the sensor calculates its active periods in round n as In a static sensor network, message exchange only happens once in the initialization phase, and no further communications are triggered by EDS during the whole lifetime of the network. Furthermore, the only message exchanged in the initialization phase can be combined with neighbor discovery as usually required by other network functionalities. EDS also converges fast in that a sensor can instantaneously establish its working schedule based on collected neighbor information without referring to the decisions of its sensing neighbors. Due to the avalanche effect of the integer hash function, the reference times of a sensor in two consecutive rounds are very different and can be regarded as independent. In this way, EDS achieves load balancing over multiple rounds.
By exchanging final working schedules among neighbors, sensors can further shrink their active periods while still guaranteeing the required coverage of every critical point (referred to as 2 nd Pass EDS). 2 nd Pass EDS improves the energy efficiency of coverage provision at the cost of extra communication overhead other than neighbor discovery.
2) EDS for random mobile sensor networks: In a random mobile sensor network, a sensor's neighborhood changes dynamically and continuously, requiring sensor scheduling to be adapted to the volatile neighborhood quickly at low communication overhead. As previously described, EDS possesses the features of minimal communication overhead and fast convergence, suggesting a natural fit to coverage maintenance for random mobile sensor networks. 2 nd pass optimization, however, incurs extra communication overhead and is relatively slow in convergence (sensors' optimization decisions impact each other), preventing it from being adopted for random mobile sensor networks.
In a random mobile sensor network, a neighbor discovery protocol is employed to allow every sensor to learn the information about nearby neighbors. While EDS should be able to work with any neighbor discovery protocol, the following one is adopted by the implementation. A sensor broadcasts a message to update its location every time it moves a threshold distance, D, since sending the last update. The message is broadcast to the neighbors within the range of (2SR max +D), where SR max is the maximum SR of the sensors. The message includes sensor ID, coordinates, and SR. Upon receiving the message, a sensor decides whether the sender is a sensing neighbor and updates its neighbor information accordingly.
Each sensor also broadcasts a location update message if it has been quite for a certain time period. The information about a neighbor becomes outdated and is erased after a certain period of time. The threshold distance, D, deciding how precise the neighbor information is obtained by a sensor, is also referred to as neighbor discovery precision. With the updated neighbor information, sensors can simply re-compute their working schedules, which, however, causes high computational overhead. To reduce the overhead, the following auxiliary data structures are kept on each sensor: 1) a neighbor list: each element in this list stores the ID, coordinates, and SR of a sensing neighbor. It also contains pointers to the critical points generated for the sensing neighbor.
2) a critical point set: each element in the critical point set stores the coordinates of a critical point and contains a pointer to a sorted list of reference times.
3) sorted reference time lists: each sorted reference time list stores the reference times of the sensors covering the corresponding critical point. When a sensor receives neighbor update messages, it goes through the following steps: First, the sensor updates the neighbor list. It calculates the distance to every sender to decide whether the sender is a sensing neighbor. If it is, the sensor adds the sender to the neighbor list if the sender is not in the list, or updates the sender's coordinates if the sender is already in the list. Otherwise, the sensor deletes the sender from the neighbor list if it is already in the list. Second, the sensor updates the critical point set. Specifically, for each deleted neighbor, the sensor deletes the critical points generated for the neighbor. For each new neighbor, the sensor calculates critical points for the neighbor according to Definition 2 and adds the new critical points to the critical point set. For each neighbor with updated coordinates, the sensor updates the critical points generated for the neighbor. Third, the sensor updates the sorted reference time lists. The sensor erases the lists for deleted critical points. It then generates sorted lists for critical points that were newly added. For each remaining critical point, the sensor does the following to the sorted reference time list pointed by the critical point: 1) for every deleted neighbor, their reference times are removed from the list, 2) for every new sensing neighbor, if it covers the critical point, its reference time is inserted to the list, and 3) for every sensing neighbor with updated coordinates, depending on whether it covers the critical point, its reference time is inserted to the list if it is not in the list, or removed from the list if it is already in the list. Lastly, the sensor generates a working schedule for each critical point and combines them into a new final schedule. The sensor then sets its sensing state according to the new schedule. In a random mobile sensor network, sensors need to reschedule frequently in order to adapt to neighborhood dynamics. Due to the limited capabilities of wireless sensors, complex scheduling algorithms are not feasible for random mobile sensor networks. EDS allows a sensor to quickly update its working schedule without extra communication overhead other than neighbor discovery. The simplicity of EDS makes it a practical solution to coverage maintenance for random mobile sensor networks.
III. SIMULATION EVALUATION
EDS simulation module is implemented on the MIT uAMPS NS-2 extension [13] . In order to eliminate the edge effect (i.e., sensors close to the edge of the deployment area have larger probability to stay active due to lower density), simulations are carried out over a square region of 100 × 100m 2 with wraparound in both dimensions, in which sensors are uniformly deployed. Thus, the simulated network represents a finite subregion of a large-scale sensor network. Simulation results are presented for homogeneous sensors with SR set to 10 m, and heterogeneous sensors with various SRs of 6 m, 8 m, 10m and 12 m. For heterogeneous sensors, there are equal numbers of sensors with different SRs. The 32-bit mix function proposed in [12] is adopted as the hash function used in Eq. (1). This mix function provides perfect hashing from an integer key to an integer hash result. EDS was investigated in both static and random mobile sensor networks. For static sensor networks, five coverage maintenance schemes were compared: EDS, 2 nd Pass EDS, DS, 2 nd Pass DS, and CCP [10] . In CCP, every sensor periodically sends HELLO beacons and decides its redundancy through a coverage eligibility algorithm. A sensor enters SLEEP state if it is ineligible to be active. Otherwise, it employs a back-off mechanism before entering ACTIVE state to avoid conflicting decisions of multiple sensors. After the back-off period, a sensor enters ACTIVE state and broadcasts a JOIN beacon to inform its neighbors. Upon receiving a JOIN beacon, a sensor in back-off reevaluates its eligibility, and if ineligible, cancels its timer and enters SLEEP state. The simulation results presented include energy efficiency, load balancing and performance under location errors.
Energy efficiency: Energy efficiency of coverage maintenance depends on various aspects, such as communication overhead, energy consumption of coverage provision, and battery efficiency. Previous discussion demonstrates that EDS and DS have minimal communication overhead. Therefore, this section focuses on the other aspects, energy consumption of coverage provision and battery efficiency. a) energy consumption of coverage provision: Fig. 1 shows the energy consumption of coverage provision by varying sensor density ( Fig. 1(a) ) and required coverage ( Fig. 1(b) ). The required coverage in Fig. 1(a) and sensor density in Fig.  1(b) are set to 1-coverage and 0.08 nodes/m 2 , respectively. Simulation results are presented in the lower panels and upper panels for homogeneous sensors and heterogeneous sensors, respectively. Note that CCP is not evaluated for heterogeneous sensors because it is inapplicable for heterogeneous sensors. Fig. 1(a) indicates that all the schemes consume energy at nearly stable rates with the increase of sensor density. From the lower panel, EDS has lower energy consumption rate than DS because DS relies on conservative SR and underestimates sensing redundancy. For example, at the density of 0.04 nodes/m 2 , EDS and DS provide 1-coverage for one round by consuming 110.0 and 130.4 units of energy (one energy unit denotes the amount of energy consumed by a sensor in an active round), respectively. From the upper panel, we have similar observation -EDS spends less energy than DS on coverage provision. Fig. 1(b) shows that EDS outperforms DS to provide various required coverage. However, the margin between EDS and DS diminishes after the required coverage reaches a certain degree. For example, in the lower panel, EDS is only slightly better than DS to provide 6-coverage. In the upper panel, EDS and DS almost converge after K reaches 5. Further analysis reveals that this abnormality is caused by overflow, which happens more frequently with the increase of the required coverage. Since DS does not handle overflow, it fails to schedule enough sensing activities to provide sufficient coverage when overflow happens. With the increase of the required coverage, DS suffers from worse guarantee of coverage provision. Fig.  1 nd Pass EDS and CCP provide 1-coverage for one round by consuming 67.6 and 66.0 units of energy, respectively. b) Battery efficiency: Sensor lifetime depends on not only the energy consumption rate, but also the amount of energy delivered by batteries. When sensors are equipped with rechargeable batteries (e.g., sensors can use solar radiation or vibration as a salvageable energy source [14] ), battery discharge profiles can have great impact on battery performance [15] , due to the inherent charge recovery mechanism. Existing schemes, such as the ones proposed in [10] [11] [16] , schedule a sensor to work for an entire round and relax for several other rounds (referred to as round-based discharging). As a result, each time when a sensor battery is drained, it is discharged for a round or longer. In contrast, EDS and 2nd Pass EDS schedule every sensor to work for short periods of time in each round (the same goes for DS and 2nd Pass DS). Therefore, a sensor employing EDS or 2nd Pass EDS has a discharge profile of short discharge periods (referred to as short-period discharging). For example, given the round duration as 50 minutes and the sensor density as 0.08 nodes/m 2 , the average discharge periods of EDS and 2
nd Pass EDS to provide 1-coverage are about 7.15 minutes and 4.30 minutes, respectively, in contrast to the discharge period of 50 minutes or more of round-based schemes. While it is possible to shorten the discharge period of round-based scheduling by reducing the round duration, doing so results in the increase of communication overhead incurred at the beginning of each round. To investigate the impact of discharging profiles on battery efficiency, a Lithium-foil battery is simulated using the Dualfoil battery simulator [17] . In the simulations, the battery is discharged under three example profiles: repeatedly being discharged for 5 minutes and resting for 50 minutes (representing shortperiod discharging), repeatedly being discharged for 50 minutes and resting for 500 minutes (exemplifying round based discharging), and the baseline for comparison, being discharged until power depletion (referred to as continuous discharging). The discharge current, opencircuit potential (the initial value of the voltage of a fully charged battery), and cutoff voltage (the voltage at which the battery is considered to be depleted) are set to 1.5 A/m 2 , 2.76V and 2V, respectively. Fig. 2(a) shows the evolution of output voltage. It can be observed that, under continuous discharge profile, the output voltage hits the cutoff voltage quickly because the battery is discharged continuously and never recovers its charge. In contrast, the output voltage of short-period discharging and roundbased discharging drops when discharged and recovers during the relaxation periods. Fig. 2(b) provides a close look at the specific energy (the energy per unit mass) delivered by the battery. Short-period discharging delivers about 50% more specific energy than the other two discharge profiles. This is because that, under roundbased discharging and continuous discharge profile, the output voltage hits the cutoff voltage prematurely during the discharge period, making the battery unusable even with energy remaining. Therefore, short-period discharging better exploits the battery power and improves battery efficiency.
IV. RELATED WORK
Sensing coverage reflecting the quality of sensor network monitoring has been the focus of intense studies recently. Many schemes are proposed for coverage maintenance in static sensor networks. For example, Tian and Georganas [16] presented a node scheduling algorithm to turn off redundant sensors if their sensing areas are already covered by their neighbors. Randomized as well as coordinated sleep algorithms were proposed in [19] to maintain network coverage using low duty-cycle sensors. The randomized algorithm enables each sensor to independently sleep under a certain probability, while the coordinated sleep algorithm allows each sensor to enter sleep state if its sensing area is fully contained by the union set of its neighbors. Abrams et al. studied a variant of the NP-hard SET K-COVER problem in [20] , partitioning the sensors into K covers such that as many areas are monitored as frequently as possible. Xing et al. [10] studied the relationship between coverage and connectivity, and proposed a coverage maintenance scheme, coverage configuration protocol (CCP). CCP is integrated with an existing connectivity maintenance scheme to provide both coverage and connectivity guarantees.
Most research on coverage for mobile sensor networks investigated to provide coverage by utilizing automatic movements of mobile sensors [2] [3] [4] . There have also been some research efforts on the coverage of random mobile sensor networks, in which sensors randomly roam and cannot control their movements. Liu et al. [21] showed that mobility can actually improve sensor network coverage in the sense that a target is more likely to be detected in a mobile sensor network as time goes by. The expected duration of a location point being covered or uncovered is derived through theoretical analysis. Kesidis et al. [22] considered the coverage problem of a random mobile sensor networks. The distribution of the contact time between two sensors and the time-until-detection of slowly moving targets was derived through theoretical analysis. However, none of the existing work above addresses coverage maintenance for random mobile sensor networks.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a distributed sensor scheduling scheme to maintain required coverage for wireless sensor networks. The proposed scheme provides strictly guaranteed coverage provision while presenting minimal communication overhead, fast convergence, load balancing and high battery efficiency. Communication overhead is minimized because the proposed scheme has no extra communication overhead other than neighbor discovery. In a static sensor network, neighbor discovery only happens once at the initialization phase, and in a random mobile sensor network, neighbor discovery happens when sensors update their locations to neighborhood. Convergence is fast with each sensor instantly calculating its working schedule based on neighbor information without referring to the decisions of its neighbors. Load is balanced due to the randomness of reference times generated by an integer hash function. Battery efficiency is high because the proposed scheme forms an efficient discharge profile, exhaustively utilizing energy stored in a battery. In addition, 2 nd pass optimization can be adopted in static sensor networks to further reduce the energy consumption of coverage provision. Simulations validated the proposed scheme as an effective and efficient solution to coverage maintenance for static as well as random mobile sensor networks.
